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Standard approaches to protein structure determination propose
high-resolution models of a single configuration and take little or
no account of conformational fluctuation. It is, however, accepted
that accurate knowledge of the dynamic behavior of proteins is
equally crucial to understanding their function.1 While motional
properties are often measured independently of conformation,
simultaneous determination of both aspects would provide essential
details of the conformational space sampled by the native protein
as well as more accurate average conformations.

NMR is uniquely suited to this purpose, giving access to time-
and ensemble-averaged conformation-dependent observables. One
attractive approach uses ensemble-averaged restrained molecular
dynamics (EARMD) to identify a number of copies of the molecule
that together reproduce experimental data.2 Such approaches still
depend to an extent on the accuracy of the force-field as well as
the number of copies chosen to describe the diverse degrees of
motion present throughout the molecule. NMR-based structure
elucidation is often under-determined, even for single-copy ap-
proaches, implying that the extent of additional conformational
space explored when using multiple copies must be further
restricted. An innovative approach recently used order parameters
derived from spin-relaxation to define the ensemble conformational
disorder, thus proposing a structural model for fast motion of
backbone and side chains.3

Additional difficulties in simultaneous extraction of structure and
dynamics from NMR data are incurred because the principal
restraint used for conformational studies, the nuclear Overhauser
effect (NOE), is susceptible to dynamic averaging phenomena that
cannot easily be accounted for in structure calculations.4 In contrast,
assuming that molecular alignment can be decoupled from internal
motion,5 residual dipolar couplings (RDCs), measurable under
conditions of weak alignment,6 are sensitive to relatively few
sources of uncertainty. Dynamic effects are averaged over all
conformations sampled up to the millisecond range, potentially
simplifying their interpretation in terms of both structure and
dynamics.7 Motion on this time scale is of functional interest, as
many biologically important processes are expected to occur in this
range. Recently, a number of RDC-based studies of the extent of
dynamic disorder up to this time scale have been presented,
testifying to the importance of this paradigm.8

Protein backbone structure can be determined using RDCs alone,9

or in combination with sparse distance information.10 A recent study
indeed demonstrated that ultrahigh-resolution structure results from
combining fixed-geometry RDCs with1H-1H RDCs.11 In the
present study we use peptide plane RDCs alone to simultaneously
determine the backbone structure and dynamics of protein GB3. A
version of themeccanoapproach is developed, using analytical
descriptions of the structural and dynamic dependence of RDCs,
to determine peptide plane orientation and the amplitude of the

major mode of dynamic reorientation. Three coplanar RDCs
measured in five alignment media are used, comprising 75015N-
1HN, 13C′-13CR and15N(i)-13C′ (i-1) RDCs.8c

The first step in thedynamic-meccanoprotocol is to determine
the components (Da,Dr,θ,φ,ψ) of all five tensors with noa priori
knowledge of the protein structure. A total of 238 parameters are
optimized in this step, including the orientation of each peptide
plane and a parameter accounting for dynamic fluctuation of each
plane.12 The best-fitting model from 3 orthogonal one-dimensional
Gaussian axial fluctuations (1D GAF)13 of the peptide plane was
used or a common scaling factor for all RDCs in the plane. For
comparison alignment tensors are also determined using a static
model. In this case a component of the motion may be absorbed
into the fitted average tensor components Da

av and Dr
av.14

The protein backbone is constructed with respect to these
alignment tensors by sequential positioning of peptide planes of
fixed-internal geometry and intervening tetrahedral junctions to best
reproduce the experimental data. Plane orientation is accompanied
by optimization of a local motional amplitude, again the most
appropriate is selected from the dynamic modes described above
(amplitudesσR,σâ,σγ of the GAF motions, or an order parameter
S, of an axially symmetric motion). Finally a complete 3D GAF
analysis of the dynamic disorder present along the chain is applied
using the resulting structure, as described previously.8e MD
simulations demonstrate the robustness of this procedure to
determine accurate motional amplitudes (data not shown). In the
static-meccanoapproach9 the structure is determined using the same
protocol, with no dynamic averaging.

The resultingdynamic-meccanostructure (pdb accession code
2NMQ) is shown in Figure 1 in comparison to the 1.1 Å crystal
structure (1igd: backbone rmsd 0.55 Å)15 and to the crystal structure
refined with respect to the same RDCs (1p7e: backbone rmsd 0.34
Å).8c The dynamic-meccanostructure is clearly of very high
resolution with essentially no translational errors. The main
differences between thedynamic-meccanostructure and 1igd occur
in the loop region 14-20, where our previous 3D GAF study
revealed the presence of slow dynamics. Anisotropic dynamic† Florida State University.

Figure 1. Dynamic-meccanostructure (yellow) of GB3 compared to 1.1
Å crystal structure (1igd) (left, backbone rmsd 0.55 Å) and the RDC-refined
crystal structure (1p7e) (right, backbone rmsd 0.34 Å).
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parameters extracted from the 3D GAF analysis of thedynamic-
meccanostructure are shown in Figure 2 in comparison to the values
determined with respect to 1p7e.8e Motion about theγ-axis
(CR-CR direction) and the effective order parameter S2

NH
RDC are

seen to be similarly distributed along the chain and of similar
amplitude. Alternation of anisotropic motions in theâ-strand,
indicative of a complex correlated motion across theâ-sheet, is
again observed, although of smaller amplitude (5° on average). The
S2

NH
RDC values are, in general, closely reproduced between analyses

of the dynamic-meccanoand 1p7e structures, and are similarly
distributed to those from EARMD of the same RDCs.16

The importance of structural noise for interpreting RDCs using
an existing conformation has been recognized.17 In the dynamic-
meccanoprotocol the 3D conformation is constructed ab initio, so
that structural noise is not a concern. The only structural assumption
concerns the peptide plane, whose geometry is extracted from high-
resolution X-ray structures (Supporting Information). The similarity
with results using 1p7e, where peptide units are not all flat (3.1(
2.0° deviation) implies that this effect does not strongly influence
extracted dynamic amplitudes.

Thestatic-meccanostructure also finds the global fold correctly,
but is significantly further away from 1igd and 1p7e (rmsd of 1.15
Å and 1.10 Å respectively) than the dynamic model. Structure
determination using only peptide plane RDCs addresses another
important issue: whether thedynamic-meccanodescription is
actually better than thestatic-meccanoapproximation. To allow
for cross validation, 5 calculations were performed for bothstatic
anddynamic-meccanocalculations, with all data from one of the
media removed from the analysis in each case. Back-calculated
values were compared to these experimental values and were found
to reproduce experimental data significantly better (reducedø2 of
0.8 compared to 1.7), even for the most linearly independent
alignment medium (ø2

red of 0.6 compared to 2.6). The largest
discrepancies in the static case correspond to the most dynamic
sites in the protein. Importantly thedynamic-meccanostructure is
further validated by 250 CR-HR RDCs that were not used in the
calculation but are reproduced significantly better from this structure
than by 1igd (reducedø2 of 7.8 compared to 14.4).

This study introduces a novel approach to the simultaneous
determination of average protein backbone conformation and the
nature and extent of motional disorder about this mean. Ensemble
averaging of diverse experimental parameters that may be sensitive
to dynamics on different time scales poses challenges for interpreta-
tion of the apparent motion. In contrast the dynamic amplitudes
determined here report only on RDC averaging, sensitive to motions

occurring up to the millisecond. In comparison to EARMD, no
force-field is used beyond the peptide plane conformation and a
harmonic function restricting the tetrahedral junction. Dynamic
amplitudes are therefore directly determined from experimental data.
Feasible molecular models of conformers participating in backbone
motions are, however, not directly obtained, suggesting the pos-
sibility of combining dynamic-meccanoand ensemble averaging
in the future.

The distribution and amplitude of dynamics determined here is
very similar to that recently evaluated using the 3D GAF model
applied to both 1p7e and 1igd. This substantiates the conclusions
of our previous study, including the observation that slow motions
are not uniformly distributed through the protein backbone but are
present in well-defined regions. This study also affirms the
independence of the previous results on the structural model.8e

The apparent resolution of the resultingdynamic-meccano
structure is remarkable in view of the simplicity of the approach
and its robustness with respect to experimental data. The results
suggest that this level of resolution is inherent to RDCs, for which
dynamic averaging is rather well understood and well suited to
incorporation into structure calculation by analytical methods. The
dynamically averaged structure is shown to provide a significantly
better description of the conformational properties in solution than
a bias-free static approach performed in parallel. Moreover, the
accuracy of the mean structure significantly improves when using
a dynamic interpretation. The ability to simultaneously quantify
the motions probed by native proteins and their average conforma-
tions to high resolution holds great promise for a unified view of
protein behavior in solution.
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Figure 2. Dynamic amplitudes. (Top) Comparison ofσγ from 3D GAF
analysis of experimental RDCs with 1p7e (black) and thedynamic-meccano
structure (red). (Bottom)S2 determined for N-H vector usingdynamic-
meccano(blue), following 3D GAF analysis of thedynamic-meccano
structure (red) and the refined crystal structure 1p7e (black).
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